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Version # Implemented By Revision Date Comment 

1.0 Jembi/Moasis 9th March, 2018 First version, shared with CDC 
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Table of Contents and Version History added; 
Some titles updated; 
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MoH Central Server Specifications 

The server specifications provided by Ministry of Health for EMR-POC Central installation are the following: 
Lenovo RD650 Server 
Processors: 4 Cores Intel Xeon E5-2600 v3 Series 
Form Factor/Height: 2U Rack 
Memory: 256GB DDR4 - 2133 MT/s via 24 slots (RDIMM/LRDIMM) 
Media: 1 x slim optical DVD ROM 
Internal Storage: 6x TB 2.5" SAS HDDs + 9x 3.5" SATA HDDs 
Power Supply: Redundant hot-swap 550W/750W/1100W (80 PLUS Platinum), 240V AC input 
Network Interface: 1 x Integrated Gb Ethernet (Dedicated management port), 1 x AnyFabric slot with choice of 
Ethernet NIC, Fibre Channel HBA or CNA 
Expansion Slots: All chassis up to - 3 x PCIe Gen3: LP x8, 4 x PCIe Gen3: FLFH x8, 1 x PCIe Gen3: HLFH x8 
Cooling: 6 redundant hot-swap fans with 2 processors 
Systems Management: ThinkServer System Manager 
Dimensions (W x H x D): (482 mm x 87mm x 764 mm) or (19.0" x 3.4" x 30.1") 
Weight: Starting at (16.0 kg) or (35.3 lbs)  
Operating System: Ubuntu Server 64 bit 

Note: According to Lenovo Press (link - https://lenovopress.com/tips1247-lenovo-thinkserver-rd650 ) The RD650 with E5 v3 
processors is withdrawn from marketing. 

EMR-POC Server Requirements 

Software Requirements 
The server operating system recommended by the eSaude community is one of the following: 

● Ubuntu Server 14.04.4 LTS - 64 bit version (not recommended since the support will end in 2019) 
● Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS - 64 bit version 

 
According to Ubuntu (https://help.ubuntu.com/lts/serverguide/preparing-to-install.html) the recommended minimum 
requirements to install Ubuntu Server 16.04 are the following: 

CPU: Intel x86, AMD64 or ARM, 1Ghz 
RAM: 512MB 
HDD: 2.5GB 
 

EMR-POC (based on OpenMRS) requires 2 services: 
● Web Server - Tomcat which hosts the application 
● Database Server – mysql 

 
eSaude community recommends to use Docker and Docker Compose to manage the installation and configuration of 
above mentioned services and EMR-POC application instances. Docker is a software containerization platform, that 
makes simple and easy to run application processes in a container, which are like virtual machines, only more portable, 

more resource-friendly, and more dependent on the host operating system. Docker Compose is a tool for defining and 
running multi-container Docker applications. Docker requires a 64-bit version of Ubuntu as well as a kernel version 
equal to or greater than 3.10. The default 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 server meets these requirements. 
 

Hardware Requirements 
According to eSaude Server Requirements for EMR POC (https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-Server-
Requirements-GjkDO0jbth06Ip8n9USN0) following are the minimum hardware requirements to run at most and only 
one EMR POC instance: 

CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo or i3 or equivalent 
RAM: 4GB 
HDD: 120 GB 

The recommended server requirements to run multiple EMR POC instances are: 
CPU: Intel Core i5 or i7 or equivalent 
RAM: 8 GB or more 
HDD: 250GB 
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Hosting Options 
We do not need to run virtual servers - there are a few options if using a machine like the one specified here. 
 Option 1: One database server, one web server 
 Option 2: One database server, multiple web servers 
 Option 3: Multiple virtual servers 
 Option 4: Multiple containers 
 

Option 1: One database server, one web server 
We could run one large MySQL database management server with 50 (POC Pilot sites) EMR POC database 
instances, and we can run one large tomcat server which serves 50 EMR POC applications. 
 

Pros: 

● CPU and Memory usage will be optimized as there is no overhead for virtualization or multiple services eg 
Java Virtual Engine (JVM); 

● easy maintenance of server operating system; 
● easy maintenance of one database (backups, maintenance, ….); 
● no virtualization technology knowhow required; 

 

Cons: 

● if everything is running off one database or web server, then stopping that server, for any reason (SO 
maintenance, updates, troubleshooting, reboot...)  will take down all 50 instances; 

● any server operating system issue will affect all 50 instances; 
● any application or database server issue will affect all 50 instances; 

 
The minimum hardware requirements for Option 1 are the following: 
 

Option 1: One database server, one web server -- Hardware requirements 

 CPU RAM HDD Ethernet Controller 

Operating System (OS) Intel x86, AMD64 or ARM, 
64 bits 3.7Ghz, max. 
#cores 

512MB 2.5GB 10/100Mb 

EMR-POC Web Server (50 Sites) 200GB 6TB 1Gb 

MySQL Database Server 64GB  None 

 

Option 2: One database server, multiple web servers 
We could run one large MySql server with 50 EMR POC databases, and 50 instances of tomcat, one for each EMR 
POC application. 
 

Pros:  

● CPU and Memory usage will be optimized as there is no overhead for virtualization or multiple services eg 
Java Virtual Engine (JVM). 

● easy maintenance of server operating system; 
● easy maintenance of one database (backups, maintenance, ….); 
● no virtualization technology knowhow required; 
● any change in one EMR POC instance will not affect the remaining running instances. 
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Cons: 

● if everything is running off one database or web server, then stopping that server, for any reason (SO 
maintenance, updates, troubleshooting, reboot...)  will take down all 50 instances; 

● any server operating system issue will affect all 50 instances; 
● any application server issue will affect all 50 instances; 
● stopping the database server, for any reason, will affect all 50 EMR POC instances. 

 
The minimum hardware requirements for Option 2 are the following: 

Option 2: One database server, multiple web servers -- Hardware requirements 

 CPU RAM HDD Ethernet Controller 

OS Intel x86, AMD64 or ARM, 64 
bits 3.7Ghz, max. #cores 

512MB 2.5GB 10/100Mb 

EMR-POC (50 instances) 400GB 6TB 
 

1Gb 

MySQL  Database Server 64GB  None 

Option 3: Multiple Virtual Servers 
We could run 50 virtual machines, each with its own operating system, web server (tomcat) and database server 
(mysql), using virtualization technology. 
 

Pros:  

● independent running servers, to host one EMR POC web server and database server, sharing the same 
hardware resources from physical machine; 

● higher server availability, without the need to have separate physical servers; 
● any change in one operating system, web server or database will not affect other virtual machines; 
● easy maintenance of virtual machines (entire copy of server can be backuped as easily as moving and 

copying files) 
● physical hardware independence ( the virtual machines can be easily migrated or provisioned to other 

physical hardware) 
 

Cons: 

● overhead for virtualization or multiple services eg Java Virtual Engine (JVM); 
● high level of expertise to maintain and support the server virtualization technology; 
● any issue with physical machine will affect all virtual machines; 
● virtualization technology knowhow required. This will require purchase of VMWare software. 

 
The minimum hardware requirements for Option 3 are the following: 

Option 3: multiple virtual machines -- Hardware requirements 

 CPU RAM HDD Ethernet Controller 

Virtual Host Server Intel or AMD x86 64 bits processor max. 
#cores, each with a speed of 3.7GHz. 
 
Intel VT-x or AMD RVI enabled. 

8 GB 2GB 10Gb 

50 virtual machines for 
EMR-POC including  
 
MySQL database server 

264GB 10TB 1Gb 
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Option 4: Multiple Containers 
We could run 50 Docker containers, each using its own dedicated CPU, memory and disk space each with a web 
server (tomcat) and database server (mysql), 
 

Pros:  
● independent running servers, to host one EMR POC web server and database server, sharing the same 

hardware resources from physical machine; 
● higher server availability, without the need to have separate physical servers; 
● any change in one operating system, web server or database will not affect other virtual machines; 
● easy maintenance of containers (entire copy of server can be backup as easily as moving and copying files) 
● physical hardware independence ( containers can be easily migrated or provisioned to other physical 

hardware) 

Cons: 

● overhead of management of Docker containers 
● high level of expertise to maintain and support the server containerization technology 
● any issue with physical machine will affect all virtual machines; 

 

 
The minimum hardware requirements for Option 4 are the following: 
 

Option 3: multiple virtual machines -- Hardware requirements 

 CPU RAM HDD Ethernet Controller 

SO Intel 64 bits 3.7Ghz, 
max. #cores 
 

512MB 2.5GB 10/100Mb 

EMR-POC (50 containers) 
including MySQL database server 

264GB ~6TB 1Gb 

Hosting and Hardware Recommendations 
The recommended hosting option is 3 or 4 - multiple virtual machines or containers because of the main advantages 
of server virtualization and containerization technology, listed above, and will allow to scale up easily if more servers 
are required. 
 
Thus the recommended server hardware requirements are the following: 

CPU: Intel 64 bits processor, with 8 or more cores, each with a speed of 3.7Ghz; 
          Virtualization technology support; 
RAM: 216GB or more 
HDD: 6TB or more 
Ethernet Controller: 10Gb 

 
And, the recommended server based on MoH option is the following: 

Lenovo ThinkServer RD650 (E5-2600 v4) 
 
According to Lenovo Press (https://lenovopress.com/lp0070-lenovo-thinkserver-rd650-e5-2600-v4) 
 
The Lenovo® ThinkServer® RD650 is an enterprise class, 2U, two-socket server that features Intel® Xeon® processor 
E5-2600 v4 product family and supports up to 1.5 TB of DDR4 memory, 22 cores, and 44 threads per socket. With the 
capability to support mix and match internal hard disk drive (HDD) and solid-state drive (SSD) storage with up to 26x 
2.5-inch drive bays, 40 Gbps integrated AnyFabric networking capability, up to six hot-swap dual rotor fans, hot-swap 
redundant power supplies, and a dedicated Gigabit Ethernet out-of-band management port. 
Suggested uses: Server consolidation or virtualization, heavy web traffic workloads, data analytics, line-of-business applications. 
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The following figure shows the Lenovo ThinkServer RD650. 

 

Figure 1. Lenovo ThinkServer RD650 

Risks 
● MoH Server administrators will need to be able to use technologies (VMWare or Docker for Option 3 or 4)  

MySQL and Apache Tomcat; 
● There will need to be some monitoring software to alert administrators of any issues with the EMR-POC 

instances; 
● There will need to be 1Gb of bandwidth available from the MoH for online use of EMR-POC from a central 

server.  This has been identified as an issue and will need to be remedied, and costs for increased bandwidth 
will need to be catered for; 

● The MoH data centre should have backup power generators and an Uninterruptible Power Supply in place; 
● Intensive reporting from the central server may require another server dedicated to report generation as 

reporting is CPU heavy and may impact on the daily operation of the PoC; 

Considerations 
● If using multiple dockers/containers there is need to study load balancing, distributed logging, monitoring, 

database management, and use tools like Docker Swarm or Kubernetes to provide some of these features 
● Critical decisions for running Docker in production: 

(http://blog.cloud66.com/9-crtitical-decisions-needed-to-run-docker-in-production/) 
● Moving the containers to production requires thought about network access and keeping the containers and 

Docker hosts patched. This is a critical step for the production environment; 
● Need of business plan, containing backup, disaster recovery of virtual machines or docker containers; 
● To address the issue of physical machine downtime, two nodes clustering should be considered. 


